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Abstract
The problem of model selection for support vector machines (SVMs) is considered.
We propose an evolutionary approach to determine multiple SVM hyperparameters: The covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-ES) is used to
determine the kernel from a parameterized kernel space and to control the regularization. Our method is applicable to optimize non-differentiable kernel functions
and arbitrary model selection criteria. We demonstrate on benchmark datasets that
the CMA-ES improves the results achieved by grid search already when applied to
few hyperparameters. Further, we show that the CMA-ES is able to handle much
more kernel parameters compared to grid-search and that tuning of the scaling and
the rotation of Gaussian kernels can lead to better results in comparison to standard
Gaussian kernels with a single bandwidth parameter. In particular, more flexibility
of the kernel can reduce the number of support vectors.
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Introduction

Support vector machines (SVMs, e.g., [5,22,24]) are learning machines based
on two key elements: a general purpose linear learning algorithm and a problem specific kernel that computes the inner product of input data points in
a feature space. The choice of the kernel function is the crucial step in handling a learning task with an SVM. For example, it is important to achieve
a distribution of the data in the feature space that reflects the affiliation to
the class labels. Often a parameterized family of kernel functions is considered
and the problem reduces to finding an appropriate parameter vector for the
given problem. In case of noisy, non-separable data one also has to choose a
regularization parameter, which controls the trade-off between minimizing the
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training error and the complexity of the decision function. The kernel parameters together with the regularization parameter are called the hyperparameters
of the SVM.

In practice the hyperparameters are usually determined by grid search. That is,
the hyperparameters are varied with a fixed step-size through a wide range of
values and the performance of every combination is assessed using some performance measure. Because of the computational complexity, grid search is only
suitable for the adjustment of very few parameters. Perhaps the most elaborate systematic technique for choosing multiple hyperparameters are gradient
descent methods [3,4,8,15]. These algorithms iterate the following procedure:
The SVM is trained using the current hyperparameter vector, the gradient
of some generalization error bound w.r.t. the hyperparameters is calculated,
and a step is performed in the parameter space based on this gradient. However, this approach has some significant drawbacks. The kernel function has
to be differentiable. The score function for assessing the performance of the
hyperparameters (or at least an accurate approximation of this function) also
has to be differentiable with respect to kernel and regularization parameters.
This excludes reasonable measures such as the number of support vectors.
In [3, Sec. 6.2] separability of the dataset is assumed when computing the
derivative, which is a very restrictive assumption. Iterative gradient-based algorithms, which usually rely on smoothed approximations of a score function,
do not ensure that the search direction points exactly to an optimum of the
original, often discontinuous generalization performance measure.

We propose an evolutionary method for hyperparameter selection that does
not suffer from the limitations described above. Evolutionary algorithms have
been successfully applied to model selection for neural networks [11,18,25].
This includes the recent applications of genetic algorithms for feature selection of SVMs [6,7,14,17]. We use the covariance matrix adaptation evolution
strategy (CMA-ES, [10]) to search for an appropriate hyperparameter vector.
The fitness function that is optimized directly corresponds to some generalization performance measure. We apply our method to tuning Gaussian kernels,
where not only the scaling but also the orientation is adapted.

We give a short description of SVMs in Section 2 and of the CMA-ES in Section
3. The parameterization of general Gaussian kernels is introduced in Section
4. We present experimental results in Section 5 and draw our conclusions in
Section 6.
2
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Support Vector Machines

We consider L1 -norm soft margin SVMs for the discrimination of two classes.
Let (xi , yi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ `, be the training examples, where yi ∈ {−1, 1} is the
label associated with input pattern xi ∈ X. The main idea of SVMs is to map
the input vectors to a feature space F and to classify the transformed data by
a linear function. The transformation φ : X → F is implicitly done by a kernel
K : X × X → , which computes an inner product in the feature space, i.e.,
K(xi , xj ) = hφ(xi ), φ(xj )i. The linear function for classification in the feature
space is chosen according to a generalization error bound considering a target
margin and the margin slack vector, i.e., the amounts by which individual
training patterns fail to meet that
 This leads to the SVM
P margin (cf. [5,22,24]).
`
∗
decision function f (x) = sign
i=1 yi αi K(xi , x) + b , where the coefficients
∗
αi are the solution of the following quadratic optimization problem: Maximize
P
P
P
W (α) = `i=1 αi − 21 `i,j=1 yi yj αi αj K(xi , xj ) subject to `i=1 αi yi = 0 and
0 ≤ αi ≤ C for i = 1, . . . , `. The optimal value for b can then be computed
based on the solution α∗ . The vectors xi with αi > 0 are called support vectors.
The regularization parameter C controls the trade-off between maximizing the
target margin and minimizing the L1 -norm of the margin slack vector of the
training data.

3

Evolution Strategies

Evolution strategies (ES, [2,20,23]) are one of the main branches of evolutionary algorithms, i.e., a class of iterative, direct, randomized optimization
methods mimicking principles of neo-Darwinian evolution theory. Here, we
use the highly efficient CMA-ES [9,10]. A set of µ individuals that form the
parent population is maintained. Each individual has a genotype that encodes
a candidate solution for the optimization problem at hand, in this study an
m-dimensional real-valued object variable vector representing the SVM hyperparameters. The fitness of an individual is equal to the objective function
value at the point in the search space it represents. In each iteration of the
algorithm, λ > µ new individuals, the offspring, are generated by partially
stochastic variations of parent individuals. The fitness of the offspring is computed and the µ best of the offspring form the next parent population. This
loop of variation and selection is repeated until a termination criterion is met.
In the following, we describe the covariance matrix adaptation ES (CMA-ES)
proposed in [9,10], which performs efficient real-valued optimization. Each individual represents an m-dimensional real-valued object variable vector. These
variables are altered by two variation operators, intermediate recombination
and additive Gaussian mutation. The former corresponds to computing the
3

center of mass of the µ individuals in the parent population. Mutation is realized by adding a normally distributed random vector with zero mean. In the
CMA-ES, the complete covariance matrix of the Gaussian mutation distribution is adapted during evolution to improve the search strategy. More formally,
(t)
the object parameters g k of offspring k = 1, . . . , λ created in generation t are
given by
(t)

(t)

g k = hg̃i(t) + σ (t) B (t) D (t) z k ,
where hg̃i(t) =

1
µ

Pµ

i=1

g˜i (t) is the center of mass of the parent population
(t)

in generation t and the z k ∼ N (0, I) are independent realizations of an
m-dimensional normally distributed random vector with zero mean and covariance matrix equal to the identity matrix I. The covariance matrix C (t) of
the random vectors
(t)

σ (t) B (t) D (t) z k ∼ N (0, C (t) )
is a symmetric positive m × m matrix with
C0

(t)



2

= C (t) /σ (t) = B (t) D (t) B (t) D (t)

T

.

The columns of the orthogonal m × m matrix B (t) are the normalized eigenvectors of C 0 (t) and D (t) is a m × m diagonal matrix with the square roots of
the corresponding eigenvalues.
The strategy parameters, both the matrix C 0 (t) and the so called global stepsize σ (t) , are updated online using the covariance matrix adaptation (CMA)
method. The key idea of the CMA is to alter the mutation distribution in a
deterministic way such that the probability to reproduce steps in the search
space that have led to the current population is increased. This enables the
algorithm to detect correlations between object variables and to become invariant under orthogonal transformations of the search space (apart from the
initialization). In order to use the information from previous generations efficiently, the search path of the population over a number of past generations
is taken into account.
In the CMA-ES, rank-based (µ, λ)-selection is used for environmental selection. That is, the µ best of the λ offspring form the next parent population.
After selection, the strategy parameters are updated:
√
s(t+1) = (1 − c) · s(t) + cu · µ B (t) D (t) hziµ(t)
|

√
µ
σ (t)

C0

(t+1)

= (1 − ccov ) · C 0

(t)

{z



}

hg̃i(t+1) − hg̃i(t)




+ ccov · s(t+1) s(t+1)
4

T

.

Herein, s(t+1) ∈ m is the evolution path—a weighted sum of the centers of
√
the population over the generations starting from s(1) = 0. The factor µ
compensates for the loss of variance due to computing the center of mass. The
parameter c ∈ ]0, 1] controls the
q time horizon of the adaptation of s; we set
√
c = 1/ m. The constant cu = c(2 − c) normalizes the variance of s (viewed
(t)

µ
1
as a random variable) as 12 = (1 − c)2 + c2u . The expression hzi(t)
i=1 z i:λ
µ = µ
is the average of the realizations of the random vector that led to the new
parent population, where i:λ denotes the index of the offspring having the ith
(t+1)
(t)
best fitness value of all offspring in the current generation (g̃ i
= g i:λ , i =
1, . . . , µ). The parameter ccov ∈ [0, 1[ controls the update of C 0 (t) and we set
it to ccov = 2/(m2 + m). This update rule shifts C 0(t) towards the m × m

P



T

matrix s(t+1) s(t+1) making mutation steps in the direction of s(t+1) more
likely. The evolution path does not only represent the last (adaptive) step of
the parent population, but a time average over all previous adaptive steps.
The influence of previous steps decays exponentially, where the decay rate is
controlled by c.
The adaptation of the global step-size parameter σ is done separately on a
shorter timescale (a single parameter can be estimated based on less samples
compared to the complete covariance matrix). We keep track of a second
evolution path sσ without the scaling by D:
sσ(t+1) = (1 − cσ ) · sσ(t) + cuσ ·
σ

(t+1)

=σ

(t)

√
µ B (t) hziµ(t+1)

ksσ(t+1) k − χ̂n
· exp
d · χ̂n

!

,

where χ̂n is the expected length of a m-dimensional, normally distributed
random vector with covariance matrix I. The damping parameter d ≥ 1√decouples the adaptation rate from the strength of the variation. We set d = m
and start from s(1)
cσ ∈ ]0, 1] controls the update of sσ .
σ = 0. The parameter
q
Here, we use cσ = c. Setting cuσ = cσ (2 − cσ ) normalizes the variance of sσ .
The evolution path sσ is the sum of normally distributed random variables.
Because of the normalization, its expected length would be χ̂n if there were
no selection. Hence, the update rule basically increases the global step-size if
the steps leading to selected individuals have been larger than expected and
decreases the step size in the opposite case.
The CMA-ES needs only small population sizes. In the following, they are
chosen according to the heuristics λ = max(5, min(m, 4 + b3 ln mc)) and µ =
max(1, bλ/4c) based on [10], where m is the number of object variables. The
initializations of C 0 (1) and σ (1) allow for incorporation of prior knowledge about
the scaling of the search space (see section 5.1). Note that all other parameters
of the algorithm can be set to the carefully determined default values given
5

in [9,10]. Of course, tuning for example the cumulation by changing c and cσ
for a particular class of cost functions can increase the search performance,
but without additional knowledge about the objective function we stick to the
robust default values, see [10] for a detailed discussion.

4

Encoding General Gaussian Kernels

We consider SVMs with general Gaussian kernels
K (x, z) = e−(


− )T


( − )




,

where A is a symmetric positive definite matrix. We use three different parameterizations of these kernels yielding three nested spaces of kernel functions.
Firstly, there are the ordinary Gaussian kernels Kτ , where I is the unit matrix and τ > 0 the only adjustable parameter. Secondly, we allow independent
scalings of the components of the input vectors and consider the kernel family
K , where D is a diagonal matrix with positive entries. Finally, we allow
arbitrary symmetric positive definite matrices A, i.e., the input space can be
scaled and rotated. This kernel family is denoted simply by K .




The individuals in the ES encode the regularization parameter C and the kernel parameters. The ES obeys restrictions of parameters to + when necessary
(see below). However, when encoding K kernels, we have to ensure that after
variation the genotype still corresponds to a feasible (i.e., symmetric, positive
definite) matrix. We use the fact that for any symmetric and positive definite
n × n matrix A there exists an orthogonal n × n matrix T and a diagonal
n × n matrix D with positive entries such that A = T T DT and
T =

n−1
Y

n
Y

R(αi,j ) ,

i=1 j=i+1

see [21]. The n × n matrices R(αi,j ) are elementary rotation matrices which
are equal to the unit matrix except for [R(αi,j )]ii = [R(αi,j )]jj = cos αij and
[R(αi,j )]ji = − [R(αi,j )]ij = sin αij . Each genotype encodes the n + (n2 −
n)/2 + 1 parameters
(C 0 , d1 , . . . , dn , α1,2 , α1,3 , . . . , α1,n , α2,3 , α2,4 , . . . , α2,n , . . . , αn−1,n ) ,
and we set D = diag(|d1 |, . . . , |dn |) and C = |C 0 |.
6

5

Experimental Evaluation

5.1 Experiments
For the evaluation of our hyperparameter optimization method we used the
common medical benchmark datasets Breast-Cancer, Diabetes, Heart, and
Thyroid with input dimension n equal to 9, 8, 13, and 5, and total number of
patterns 277, 768, 270, and 215, respectively. The data were preprocessed and
partitioned as in [19]. Each component of the input data is normalized to zero
mean and unit standard deviation. There are 100 partitions of each dataset
into disjoint training and test sets. In [16], appropriate SVM hyperparameters
for the Gaussian kernel Kτ were determined using a two-stage grid-search and
the following score function: For each hyperparameter combination, five SVMs
are built using the training sets of the first five data partitions and the average
of the classification rates on the corresponding five test sets determines the
score value (Test-5) of this parameter vector. The hyperparameter vector with
the best score is selected and its performance is measured by calculating the
score function using all 100 partitions (Test-100). 2


We used this scenario as a basis for our evolutionary hyperparameter adaptation approach: We took the results of the grid search performed in [16] as initial
values for the CMA-ES and used the score function described above to determine the fitness. The initializations of τ and C were approximately 0.00661
and 280, 0.00090 and 274, 0.00120 and 8.8, and 0.05863 and 401 for BreastCancer, Diabetes, Heart, and Thyroid, respectively. Grid-search reveals that
the hyperparameter optimization problem is indeed multi-modal, see Fig. 1
for an example. It is not necessary to determine the starting points for the ES
by grid-search. Typically, we start the CMA-ES from a randomly chosen point
or in an area which was roughly determined by a very coarse grid-search.
For each benchmark data set and each of the three kernel families, 20 evolutionary optimizations over 250 generations were performed. In each trial,
the hyperparameter vector with the best fitness value (Test-5) was regarded
as the solution. The performance of each solution was assessed by calculating
the score using all 100 data partitions (Test-100). The SVMs were trained
using SVMlight [13]. We set the parameters of the initial CMA mutation distribution to σ (1) = 1 and C 0 (1) = diag(0.001, 0.00001, . . . , , 0.00001), because the
regularization parameter C should be varied stronger compared to the kernel
parameters in the beginning.
2

We have chosen this evaluation procedure in order to compare our results one-toone with [16]. As in [16,19], the data for computing Test-5 and Test-100 overlap and
hence Test-100 is only a weak indicator for the generalization performance. However,
we tested other evaluation criteria which gave qualitatively the same results.
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Fig. 1. Score function (average classification rates on the five test sets, Test-5, in
percent) for the Heart dataset using K τ with different combinations of C and τ .


5.2 Results

We compared the start values of Test-5 and Test-100 with the results obtained
by the ES, see Table 1. Except for a few cases, we achieved significantly (ttest, p < 0.05) better results by evolutionary optimization. The ES could
even improve the performance when adapting Kτ in some cases, although the
initial values were already tuned for Kτ by intensive grid search.




We also used a t-test to compare the performance of the resulting SVMs
when the evolutionary search was performed in the three spaces of kernel
functions. The scaled kernels K as well as the scaled and rotated kernels
K led to significantly (p < 0.05) better results compared to the ordinary
Gaussian kernel Kτ (except for Diabetes: Test-100 with kernel K ). The major
improvement was already achieved by allowing scaling. However, in one case
(Breast-Cancer: Test-5) the kernel K with the additional rotation parameters
gave significantly (p < 0.05) better results than just scaling.




There is another remarkable advantage of the scaled kernel K and the scaled
and rotated kernel K : The number of support vectors decreases. Evolutionary
adaptation of kernels K and K led to SVMs having significantly less support
vectors compared to the ordinary kernel Kτ optimized by the ES or gridsearch, see Table 1. Again, in one case (Diabetes) the kernel K with additional
rotation parameters yielded a significantly (p < 0.05) better result than just
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Table 1
Results averaged over 20 trials ± standard deviations. The first column specifies
the benchmark: Breast-Cancer (C), Diabetes (D), Heart (H), and Thyroid (T). The
second column indicates whether the results refer to the initial grid search values
(init, [16]) or to the evolutionary optimized kernels K τ , K , or K . The t̂ values are
the generations needed to evolve the final solution on average and λ is the number
of offspring per generation (µ is chosen according to the heuristic given in section 3).
Thus, t̂ · λ indicates the average computational costs to find the final parameters,
of course, good values are already found earlier in the evolutionary process. The
percentages of correctly classified patterns on the 5 and 100 test sets are given by
Test-5 and Test-100. The average numbers of support vectors over the 100 training
sets is #SV-100. Results statistically significantly better compared to grid-search
(init) are marked with ? (two-sided t-test, p < 0.05).




Data

Kernel

t̂

λ

init

74.51

113.52

74.00 ± 0.08?

74.56 ± 0.04?

114.58 ± 1

K

83 ± 42

10

76.91 ± 0.96?

75.17 ± 0.65?

113.10 ± 0.89?

179 ± 59

15

77.47 ± 0.53?

75.38 ± 0.42?

112.70 ± 0.68?

76.34

76.67

247.83



Kτ

102 ± 78

5

76.84 ± 0.11?

76.67 ± 0.04

251.63 ± 8.14

K

149 ± 56

9

78.10 ± 0.22?

76.88 ± 0.25?

239.31 ± 2.84?

181 ± 56

14

78.07 ± 0.19?

76.73 ± 0.32

235.73 ± 3.43?

83.80

84.79

106.33





K
init
Kτ

10 ± 17

5

83.81 ± 0.04

84.74 ± 0.04

103.37 ± 0.97 ?

K

97 ± 41

11

85.71 ± 0.43?

84.98 ± 0.36?

76.52 ± 2.10?

153 ± 47

17

85.86 ± 0.17?

85.14 ± 0.33?

75.51 ± 1.5?

96.27

95.83

16.36





K
init
Kτ

3±5

5

96.56 ± 0.08?

95.74 ± 0.2

15.99 ± 1.01

K

16 ± 35

6

97.29 ± 0.1?

96.01 ± 0.04?

15.46 ± 0.12?

5±3

12

97.33 ± 0?

96.01 ± 0.05?

15.42 ± 0.18?



T

73.77
5

init

H

#SV-100

10 ± 15

K

D

Test-100

Kτ


C

Test-5



K

scaling.
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Conclusions

The CMA evolution strategy is a powerful, general method for SVM hyperparameter selection. It can handle a large number of kernel parameters and does
9

neither require differentiable kernels and model selection criteria nor separability of the data. As typical selection criteria exhibit multiple local optima
(e.g., see Fig. 1 and [8]), we claim that evolutionary optimization is generally
better suited for SVM model selection than gradient-based methods.
It is often argued that evolutionary optimization of kernels is too time consuming for real-world applications. Given a certain amount of time for designing
the classifier, there is a maximum number of objective function evaluations—
and the question is how to spend these evaluations. Grid-search, for example,
scales exponentially in the number of objective parameters. In contrast, a
simple evolution strategy scales linearly on functions that are monotone with
respect to the distance to the optimium [1,12]. The objective functions in
case of SVM optimization seem to be well suited for evolution strategies (see
Fig. 1), which can follow a global trend that is superposed by local minima.
Thus, in problems which are currently addressed by grid-search the number
of objective parameters and the accuracy of the optimization can be increased
when using an evolutionary algorithm.
We demonstrated that extended Gaussian kernels with scaling (and rotating) parameters can lead to a significantly better performance than standard
Gaussian kernels. To our knowledge, for the first time a method that adapts
the orientation of Gaussian kernels—i.e., that can detect correlations in the
input data space relevant for the kernel machine—was presented. Our experiments show that by increasing the flexibility of the kernels the number of
support vectors can be reduced. Future work will address other, especially
non-differentiable kernels and optimization criteria.
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